Hi there,

My submission: Plan Change 7 to the LWRP Submission

- Ecan should be acting to protect the pure aquifers that run under Christchurch and provide us with clean drinking water, and should not be supporting the farmers who will be aiding in ruining/polluting this clean water

- The negative financial/health/environmental costs to Christchurch city are huge and the only people benefiting from this are the farmers

- The aquifers need to be protected – fast. The nitrates need to be reduced drastically. The nitrates should not be going above a level of 1mg/L

- We need to be future focused and be working the protect the amazing natural resource we have here in Christchurch (our water) the way farming is done currently needs to change, we can’t wait for the nitrate levels to increase, we need to act now.

Thanks,

EJ